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D
irected self-assembly (DSA) of block
copolymers (BCPs) has been pro-
posedas aneconomical route toover-

come the lithographic limitations set by the
optical processes and the available photo-
resist materials.1,2 BCP self-assembly has been
mastered to a great extent,3 and several
techniques4�10 exist to create precise arrays
of desired nanostructures. Although proto-
type devices11�17 demonstrate the usability
of BCP nanostructures, their continuous
mass production remains a persistent chal-
lenge. In most cases, mass production is
bounded by the inability to scale-up the
complex techniques used to direct the
BCP self-assembly. Additionally, successful
process scale-up demands not only excel-
lent pattern quality but also rapid pattern-
ing over large areas. As highlighted by
Buriak et al.,18 the semiconductor industry
typically requires patterning to be completed
within 4 min. Keeping industrial scale-up in

mind, zone annealing (ZA) or zone refining,19

has recently been applied to direct self-
assembly of BCP systems.20�23 ZA is tradi-
tionally used for refining metals and semi-
conductorwafers,where the specimenpasses
through a temperature gradient that restricts
the crystal growth to a narrow zone. Lovinger
et al.24 conductedpioneering studies onZAof
crystalline homopolymers, where they es-
tablished the importance of temperature
gradients, growth rate, and degree of super-
heat. Previous BCP�ZA efforts yielded mixed
results. Millimeter-size grains were only
achieved for bulk films that were annealed
at extremely slow speeds (2 mm/day)
when the maximum temperature (TMAX) of
the temperature gradient was above the
BCP order�disorder transition temperature
(TODT), thus making the process practically
unfeasible and applicable only to the select
few block copolymers with accessible TODT
values.20 It is worthy to mention that there
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ABSTRACT As demand for smaller, more powerful, and energy-

efficient devices continues, conventional patterning technologies are

pushing up against fundamental limits. Block copolymers (BCPs) are

considered prime candidates for a potential solution via directed

self-assembly of nanostructures. We introduce here a facile directed

self-assembly method to rapidly fabricate unidirectionally aligned

BCP nanopatterns at large scale, on rigid or flexible template-free

substrates via a thermally induced dynamic gradient soft-shear field. A localized differential thermal expansion at the interface between a BCP film and a

confining polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer due to a dynamic thermal field imposes the gradient soft-shear field. PDMS undergoes directional expansion

(along the annealing direction) in the heating zone and contracts back in the cooling zone, thus setting up a single cycle of oscillatory shear (maximum

lateral shear stress∼12� 104 Pa) in the system. We successfully apply this process to create unidirectional alignment of BCP thin films over a wide range

of thicknesses (nm to μm) and processing speeds (μm/s to mm/s) using both a flat and patterned PDMS layer. Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray

scattering measurements show absolutely no sign of isotropic population and revealg99% aligned orientational order with an angular spreadΔθfwhme

5� (full width at half-maximum). This method may pave the way to practical industrial use of hierarchically patterned BCP nanostructures.

KEYWORDS: block copolymer . zone annealing . unidirectional nanostructures . thermal expansion induced shear .
flexible substrate . PDMS template . hierarchical patterning
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are a few other reports25 of roll-to-roll processes for
DSA of BCPs; however, these methods are highly
specific to liquid crystal BCPs. A modified, more prac-
tical version of ZA, termed cold zone annealing (CZA)22

where TMAX , TODT, demonstrated that, for the BCP
cylinder phase, shallow thermal gradients lead to
horizontal cylinders with long-range order, faster or-
dering kinetics compared to conventional oven an-
nealing, and orientational control albeit with many
defects. Recently pioneered techniques, namely,mechan-
ical soft-shear alignment26�28 and faceted substrates,29,30

have been documented to produce oriented horizontal
BCP cylinders on macroscopic scales. Faceted or tem-
plated substrate adds an additional processing step
where as it is argued29 that mechanical soft-shear
alignment is limited by BCP film thickness.
Here, we demonstrate the ability to controllably

fabricate highly oriented horizontal BCP cylinders on
physical or chemical template-free substrates that may

be rigid or flexible, via a novel dynamic thermal field-
induced gradient soft-shear process that we refer to as
CZA�soft-shear or “CZA�SS”. Using CZA�SS, arrays of
hexagonally packed and horizontally aligned BCP cy-
linders in films over a thickness range, 40 e h e

1000 nm, with greater than 99% cylinder alignment
in CZA�SS direction, with Δθfwhm < 5� (full width at
half-maximum angular spread), can be fabricated at
relatively high velocities for BCP ordering (V≈ 0.2 mm/s,
i.e., 12mm/min) over unlimited dimensions. TheCZA�SS
method is applicable to any BCP with an accessible glass
transition temperature (Tg) as the TMAX , TODT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A schematic of the CZA�SS setup is shown in
Figure 1a(i). The horizontal temperature gradient appa-
ratus is the same as that used in our previous study.23 The
quartz-coated cylindrical poly(styrene-block-methyl-
methacrylate) (PS-PMMA) BCP film is then conformally

Figure 1. CZA�SS process dynamics and its effect onBCPmorphology. (a) (i) Schematic of the CZA�SS apparatus. (ii) In-plane
and out-of-plane viewof the CZA�SS process. (iii) Model assembly of quartz�BCP�PDMS system. Fiduciarymarks (spacing 1,
spacing 2) on PDMS and PDMS width (W), as shown, enable expansion�contraction calculations. (iv) Temperature gradient
curve is shown along with corresponding calculated normalized displacement of PDMS in the CZA�SS direction (spacing 1,
spacing 2; refer to panel a,iii) and orthogonal (PDMSwidth; refer to panel a,iii) to it. (b) AFM images of 700 nm thick PS-PMMA
(82 kg/mol) films after (i) thermal annealing in a conventional vacuum oven at 200 �C for 24 h; (ii) thermal annealing in
a conventional vacuum oven under PDMS confinement at 200 �C for 24 h; (iii) 47.5 kg/mol PS-PMMA, CZA annealed at
rT ∼ 24 �C mm�1, TMAX ∼ 220 �C mm�1, and V = 5 μm/s; (iv) CZA�sharp thermal gradient (CZA-S) at rT ∼ 45 �C mm�1,
TMAX∼ 210 �Cmm�1, and V = 5 μm/s; (v) CZA�SS annealed atrT∼ 45 �Cmm�1, TMAX∼ 200 �Cmm�1, and V = 5 μm/s. Insets
show corresponding FFTs. Size of scale bar is 200 nm.
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coveredwith a cross-linkedpolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
layer with a thickness of 0.3 ( 0.1 mm with the same
lateral dimensions as the BCP film. A PDMS roller could
alternatively be used for continuous roll-to-roll (R2R)
manufacturing. The PDMS-confined BCP film is then
passed across the temperature gradient (rT) with a
predefined velocity. TMAX and rTMAX for the CZA�SS
process were 200 and 45 �C/mm, respectively.
After processing, the PDMS layer is cleanly peeled off,
thus allowing characterization of the underlying BCP film.
Figure 1a(ii) shows a schematic of the CZA�SS pro-
cess dynamics. The coefficient of linear thermal expan-
sion (CTE, R) of PDMS is ∼5 times that of PS-PMMA
(RPDMS = 325 � 10�6/�C; RPS = 80 � 10�6/�C; RPMMA =
50 � 10�6/�C).31 The lateral thermal expansion of the
PS-PMMA at the substrate interface is restricted due to
PMMA adhesion.32 Likewise, the lateral thermal expan-
sion of the top PDMS�BCP interface is restricted via

glassy BCP behavior until reaching its Tg on the thermal
gradient (ca. 115�120 �C from Figure 1a), at which
point the PDMS overlayer starts to expand, induc-
ing shear at the PDMS�BCP interface. PDMS over-
layer exhibits excellent adhesion with the substrate-
supported PS-PMMA film and does not delaminate at
the reported processing conditions. We visualized the
thermal expansion profile of the PDMS overlayer with
fiduciary marks via digitized imagery along the length
(L) andwidth (W) directions (Figure 1a(iii)). Figure 1a(iv)
shows a normalized, local expansion to contraction
shear behavior of PDMS as it crosses TMAX. Normalized
PDMS length changes occurring along CZA�SS direc-
tion are much larger than the normalized PDMS width
changes orthogonal to the CZA�SS direction. This
thermally induced directional and oscillatory local
PDMS displacement shearing the underlying BCP film
(assuming no-slip condition) is the fundamental order-
ing mechanism, yielding macroscopic unidirectionally
aligned highly ordered BCP structures without the use
of any template. Thermal expansion-induced shear stress
(σ) is given by the equationσPDMS =GPDMS� γMAX, where
γMAX is the maximum strain and GPDMS is the shear
modulus of PDMS (ca. 0.4 MPa).33 The calculated
γMAX = 0.3 from Figure 1a(iv) and corresponding σPDMS

= 12 � 104 Pa. The shear stresses generated in CZA�SS
are a magnitude greater than reported for mechanical
soft-shear alignment studies26�28 of cylindrical BCP
thin films. Notable differences in these methods include
localized shear zone, gradient temperature profile, and
single oscillation shear in CZA�SS versus the full-sample
area, constant temperature, constant shear, and unidir-
ectional shear inmechanical soft-shear studies. Figure 1b
shows that theBCP cylindermorphologybecomeshighly
aligned under this remarkable unidirectional ordering in
CZA�SS. The thermal gradient plays a significant role in
the unidirectional alignment and grain growth by low-
ering the activation energy required for cylinder reorien-
tation process.34 Figure 1b compares the CZA�SS

process with uniform thermal oven annealing and
previous22,23 CZA modes.
A key feature of the CZA�SS technique is the ability

to align BCP films over a wide thickness range. We
confirm aligned films ranging in thickness that form a
monolayer of cylinders, h = 40 nm (BCP domain spac-
ing ∼24 nm), up to 44 layers of hexagonally packed
horizontal cylinders at h = 1000 nm, at speeds ranging
from V = 1 μm/s (or 60 μm/min) up to industrially
relevant speeds of V = 12 mm/min (Figure 2). Previous
studies on horizontal alignment of cylinders in the thin
film regime have focused on monolayer film thick-
nesses. Register et al.26 found that morphological
defects increased exponentially when the film thick-
ness was greater or less than the exact monolayer
thickness. Russell et al.29 surpassed this monolayer
thickness limit via faceted substrates, obtaining uni-
directional horizontal cylinders for films less than 2
domains thick. In this study, we extend this aligned
thickness limit bymore than an order of magnitude, up
to 44 layers (∼1 μm) (Figure 2), and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) shows fully aligned films even up
to 1.5 μm, but their internal structure was not char-
acterized. Excitingly, Figure 2 also shows that CZA�SS
can fabricate highly aligned BCP patterns of 2 cm
length over arbitrary width in less than 1 min, approxi-
mately 2 orders of magnitude faster than annealing
times reported in previous studies using mechanical
soft-shear alignment26,28 and faceted substrates29 for
similar ordered dimensions. Orientation analysis for a
4 � 40 μm2 composite AFM image (see Supporting
Information Figure S1) of a CZA�SS annealed PS-
PMMA thin film reveals a single grain (i.e., a single
crystal), with Δθfwhm ∼ 5� and 95% preservation of
orientation order over arbitrary distances. Such rapid
formation of unidirectionally aligned BCP single crys-
tals over unlimited dimensions is amajor advancement
overwhat is achievablewith conventional ovenannealing.
Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS)

with varying azimuthal (in-plane) sample angle was
performed to compare the AFM surface morphology
with the through-film thickness orientation (Figure 3).
GISAXS experiments were performed at incidence
angles that were above the film�vacuum critical angle,
thus ensuring that the X-rays penetrated and mea-
sured the entire film thickness. GISAXS confirms that,
even for the thickest films studied (ca. 1000 nm), the
uniaxial orientation imposed by CZA�SS is propagated
throughout the entire film thickness. In fact, the orienta-
tional order is more robust in thicker films. Apparently,
reduced polymer mobility near the hard substrate
interface counteracts the shear-induced ordering phe-
nomena in very thin films (h < 40 nm). Nevertheless,
even for less than monolayer thickness films (h <
24 nm), alignment is robust (Δθfwhm ≈ 11�), and in
thick films (h g 60 nm), the entire film thickness is
extremely well-aligned (Δθfwhm < 5�). The numerous,
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sharp higher-order peaks in Figure 3 are a signature of
the large, well-ordered grains spanning the entire film.
The peak positions are indexed to a hexagonal unit cell
that is highly aligned with the substrate direction.
Additionally, there is absolutely no signature of iso-
tropically or vertically aligned cylinders within the film.
The patterns thus obtained via CZA�SS are fully
aligned (near perfect) but exhibit minor short-range
variations about the principle alignment axis. We believe
that CZA�SS of a judicious choice of a BCP systemwith a
very high interaction parameter and lower molecular
weight, such aspoly(styrene-block-polydimethylsiloxane)
or poly(styrene-block-trimethylsilylisoprene),35 may lead

to perfect BCP patterns. Additionally, an overlayer with
higher shear modulus and higher coefficient of thermal
expansion should facilitate the fabrication of perfect BCP
patterns. We are currently investigating these avenues.
The BCP orientation in CZA�SS is controlled by the

induced shear direction that can be controlled by the
confining PDMS overlayer geometry (shape and size)
relative to the CZA�SS annealing direction. PDMS
overlayer's of different symmetric and asymmetric
dimensions were used to study the effect of the over-
layer geometry on the BCP morphology (inset Figure 4).
LPDMS refers to the overlayer length along the direction
of CZA�SS motion and WPDMS to the overlayer width

Figure 3. BCP orientation analysis via GISAXS. (a) Representative image of a BCP thin film, annealed and oriented using
CZA�SS, measured using grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). The sharp higher-order peaks result from
large, well-defined grains. The peak positions can be explained by a hexagonal unit cell well-aligned with the substrate
direction. There is no signature of an isotropic population or of vertically aligned cylinderswithin the film. (b) Azimuthal angle
analysis. The background-corrected scattering intensity of the first-order peak is plotted as a function of the in-plane angle,φ.
The peak width provides a measure of the grain alignment with respect to the direction of the CZA�SS processing.

Figure 2. Influence of BCP film thickness and CZA�SS annealing velocity on BCP morphology. AFM images of PS-PMMA
(47.5 kg/mol) films with varying film thickness and CZA�SS annealing velocity. Arrows show the CZA�SS direction. Size of
scale bar is 200 nm.
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orthogonal to it. Figure 4b�d and Figure 4e�g show
that horizontal PS-PMMA cylinders are alignedwith the
CZA�SS direction providing LPDMS > Wpeak (≈1 mm),
where Wpeak is the dimension of the shallow gradient
temperature region corresponding to roughly the hot-
wire diameter (refer to Figure 1a(iv)). Under these con-
ditions, the increasing lateral temperature gradient
produces a greater strain (and therefore greater shear)
along the CZA�SS direction compared to the orthogonal
direction, so that BCP cylinders align in the CZA�SS
direction. In contrast, Figure 4a shows that horizontal
PS-PMMA cylinders are oriented orthogonal to the
CZA�SS direction when LPDMS < Wpeak. This is caused
by a larger relative expansionof thenarrow (WPDMS/LPDMS

∼ 50) PDMS strip orthogonal to the CZA�SS direction,
due to a geometry-dominated highly asymmetric ex-
pansion over theWpeak zone. Clearly, PDMS layer asym-
metry ratio is important, suggesting that a R2R assem-
bly, with a 1mmwidth top-contacting PDMS roller, will
drive orthogonally aligned BCP cylinders.
Results reported so far were with asymmetric PDMS

geometries (i.e., rectangles with LPDMS 6¼WPDMS). Large
square (symmetric) patterns with LPDMS =WPDMS >Wpeak

lead to horizontal cylinders aligned in the CZA�SS
direction (Figure4i), inaccordancewithprevious resultson

asymmetric PDMS overlayers for the same reasons. In
contrast, for a miniaturized square PDMS overlayer,
with LPDMS = WPDMS = Wpeak (≈1 mm), the horizontal
cylinders are oriented randomly (Figure 4h). This is due
to a small relative physical expansion of PDMS due
to its small dimension and placement over a shallow
rT ≈ 0 �C/mm region.
Our observations have enumerated important

CZA�SS parameters for high BCP alignment on quartz
substrates, that is, a sharprT and a BCP capping PDMS
overlayer with controlled geometric shape, aspect
ratio, and physical dimension relative to the hot-wire
zone. CZA�SS is, in fact, a very general process appli-
cable to other BCP systems and substrates. Currently,
significant effort is being directed toward developing
next-generation nanoelectronics on flexible substrates,
but studies onorderingof BCPfilms on flexible substrates
is relatively scant.23,25,29,36 We observed that the CZA�SS
process is eminently applicable to inducing alignment of
cylindrical PS-PMMA films cast on flexible substrates as
well as polyimide films “Kapton” (see Supporting In-
formation Figure S2). Figure 5a showsAFMandGISAXSof
highly oriented horizontal poly(styrene-block-2-vinyl-
pyridine) (PS-P2VP) cylinders, CZA-SS processed simi-
larly to cylindrical PS-PMMA. The sharp fourth-order

Figure 4. Influence of PDMS layer geometry and dimensions on BCP orientation. Schematic of the CZA�SS experiment
utilizing different PDMS layer geometries and dimensions is shown as an inset. AFM images of the CZA�SS annealed BCP
film with specific PDMS dimensions are shown. PDMS layer dimensions for corresponding images are (a) 0.5 mm � 20 mm,
(b) 1.2 mm � 20 mm, (c) 2.5 mm � 20 mm, (d) 4 mm � 20 mm, (e) 15 mm � 0.5 mm, (f) 15 mm � 2 mm, (g) 15 mm � 4 mm,
(h) 0.5 mm � 0.5 mm, and (i) 2 mm � 2 mm. Arrows show CZA�SS direction. Size of scale bar is 200 nm.
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peak is testament of a highly ordered BCP film well-
aligned in the CZA�SS direction.
Finally, amost exciting aspect of CZA�SS is its ability

to direct BCP cylinder orientation independent of ex-
ternal microscopic template patterns. Figure 5b shows
CZA�SS where the confining topographic PDMS is
a multipatterned mold rather than a smooth layer.
Figure 5c�j shows the PDMS mold pattern versus the
BCP cylinder AFM scans, illustrating how CZA�SS
exerts precise control on the BCP cylinder orientation,
entirely decoupled from the mold pattern's orienta-
tion, shape, and height. The time required to fill the
mold is given by the equation tfill = 2ηz2/Rσ0 cos θ

(where η is the polymer zero shear viscosity at parti-
cular temperature, z = 120 nm is the mold depth, R is
the hydraulic radius ∼half the trench width, σ0 is the
polymer surface energy at particular temperature, θ is
the contact angle at the polymer�mold interface).37 At
140 �C (η∼ 105 Pa 3 s, σ

0 ∼ 35mN/m, θ∼ 85�), tfill is less
than 2 s for mold patterns with 1 μm trench widths
(i.e., tfill , time required for the BCP film to travel from
140 to 140 �C on the thermal gradient). Therefore, the
mold-filling process does not compete with the CZA�SS
process. Additionally, mold patterns are microscopic in
size with width dimensions ,Wpeak, which further
explains why mold pattern orientation does not inter-
fere with BCP cylinder orientation. Technologically, this
facile and independent hierarchical patterning strategy

may be important to practical applications of BCPs for
device manufacturing and, to our knowledge, is not
achievable with any other method.

CONCLUSION

We have innovated a novel DSA method termed
CZA�SS to continuously fabricate highly oriented BCP
cylinders on rigid or flexible substrates at industrially
relevant speeds (12 mm/min). CZA�SS is an extremely
robust method that works with any Tg accessible BCP
over a wide film thickness range, at the least up to
1 μm. CZA�SS is based on the unique concept of
directing the differential thermal expansion between
an elastomeric capping overlayer and the BCP film via a
dynamic thermal field to induce a directional gradient
shear field. The molecular mechanism responsible for
cylinder orientation is the localized single oscillatory
shear cycle experienced by the BCP film due to the
expansion and subsequent contraction of the PDMS
capping layer in the heating and cooling section of the
thermal field, respectively. The maximum lateral shear
stress due to this oscillatory PDMSmovement occurs at
the TMAX on the dynamic thermal field and is an order
of magnitude greater (ca. 12 � 104 Pa) than that used
for mechanical soft-shear studies (ca. 104 Pa) on
cylindrical BCPs.26 We have shown two extremely
simple modifications of CZA�SS that can be directly
incorporated by the industry on their existing roll-to-roll

Figure 5. Robustness of the CZA�SS process. (a) AFM image of a 100 nmPS-P2VP (34 kg/mol) film that was CZA�SS annealed
at 50 μm/s. Inset also shows GISAXS image of the same film. Scale bar is 200 nm. (b) Schematic of the CZA�SS process that
utilizes a templated PDMS mold. (c�j) AFM images of large and small areas on the CZA�SS annealed BCP film.
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processing lines. A unique advantage of CZA-SS
over other DSA methods is its ability to precisely
direct BCP cylinders over microscopic patterns at any

user-specified angle. Such an application has not been
reported before andmay open new avenues of applied
research.

METHODS
Thin film samples of poly(styrene-block-methylmethacrylate)

(PS-PMMA) and poly(styrene-block-2-vinylpyridine) (PS-P2VP)
diblock copolymers were used in these studies. PS-PMMA, total
molar mass 47.5 kg/mol (35�12.5 kg/mol, PDI ∼ 1.07) and
82 kg/mol (57�25 kg/mol, PDI∼ 1.07), and PS-P2VP, total molar
mass 34 kg/mol (23.6�10.4 kg/mol, PDI ∼ 1.04), were bought
from Polymer Source Inc. and used as obtained. Sylgard-182
(Dow Corning Corp., USA) was used for making polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) films. Amixture of PDMS elastomer/curing agent
(5:1 weight ratio) was poured either on glass microscope slides
or on patterned silicon templates and deaerated in vacuum.
This mixture was cured at 120 �C for 6 h. PDMS was then peeled
off the glass slide or patterned template to obtain 0.2�0.5 mm
thick smooth or patterned films, respectively. BCP thin films
were coated on ultraviolet�ozone cleaned quartz substrates
(G.M. Associates, Inc.). BCP thin films were also coated on 50 μm
thick polyimide films “DuPont Kapton PV 9101” (Kapton) that
were provided by DuPont and used as obtained. Prior to the
annealing process, samples were dried at 60 �C for 24 h under
vacuum. The procedure for CZA�SS experiments is identical to
the procedure for CZA�S experiments and has been explained
in detail in our recent23 paper. The sharp thermal gradient is
based on the original hot-wire design concept by Lovinger
et al.24,38 for directional crystallization of semicrystalline poly-
mers. Topography of these films was imaged using Dimension
Icon atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Bruker AXS) in the peak
force quantitative nanomechanical property mapping mode.
GISAXS measurements were performed at the X9 beamline of
the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. An incident X-ray beam of 13.5 keV
(wavelength = 0.0918 nm) energy was used, and samples were
measured under vacuum (∼40 Pa). GISAXS experiments were
performedat 0.15� incidence angle, that is, above thefilm�vacuum
critical angle, with data collected using a charge-coupled device
(CCD) detector.Data conversion toq-spacewasaccomplishedusing
silver behenate powder as a standard.
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